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  1.     Introduction 

 Transparent conductors (TCs) are a necessary component in 
fl at-panel televisions, e-readers, smart-phones, smart-glass, 
touch-screens, organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), and 
organic photovoltaics (OPVs). [ 1 ]  Indium tin oxide (ITO) is the 
most commonly used transparent conductor, with sales of 
approximately $1.6 billion in 2013, or 93% of the entire market 
for transparent conductors. [ 2 ]  The high transmittance (>90%) of 
ITO at low sheet resistances (10 Ω sq −1  on glass) is the primary 
reason for the popularity of ITO. However, there are several 
attributes of ITO that are undesirable. [ 3 ]  ITO is a ceramic, and 
is thus brittle and prone to cracking. The abundance of indium 
in the earth’s crust is low (0.05 ppm), and its cost is correspond-
ingly high, approximately $600 kg −1 . [ 4 ]  However, for a 100 nm-
thick fi lm of ITO, only approximately 2% of the cost can be 
attributed to the cost of raw indium. [ 5 ]  Much of the cost of ITO 

 There is an ongoing drive to replace the most common transparent con-
ductor, indium tin oxide (ITO), with a material that gives comparable per-
formance, but can be coated from solution at speeds orders of magnitude 
faster than the sputtering processes used to deposit ITO. Metal nanowires 
are currently the only alternative to ITO that meets these requirements. This 
Progress Report summarizes recent advances toward understanding the rela-
tionship between the structure of metal nanowires, the electrical and optical 
properties of metal nanowires, and the properties of a network of metal 
nanowires. Using the structure–property relationship of metal nanowire 
networks as a roadmap, this Progress Report describes different synthetic 
strategies to produce metal nanowires with the desired properties. Practical 
aspects of processing metal nanowires into high-performance transparent 
conducting fi lms are discussed, as well as the use of nanowire fi lms in a 
variety of applications. 

  [+]These authors contributed equally to this work.  

fi lm comes from the slow (linear coating 
rate of ca. 0.01 m s −1 ), vapor phase sput-
tering process, which ensures that the cost 
of overhead per unit length of ITO fi lm is 
high. In addition, more than 70% of the 
ITO sputtered from a target ends up on 
the walls of the sputtering chamber, from 
which it must be removed and recycled. 
Besides the need for a recycling infrastruc-
ture that does not add value, a major dis-
advantage of the sputtering process is that 
the rate of fi lm throughput decreases with 
increasing fi lm thickness, which makes 
thicker, high-conductivity ITO more 
expensive than low-conductivity ITO. 
Typical costs for ITO range from $5.5 m −2  
for 150 Ω sq −1  ITO, up to $26 m −2  for 
10 Ω sq −1  ITO. [ 5 ]  The thickness-limited 
throughput of ITO is especially problem-

atic for OLEDs and solar cells due to the need for these devices 
to carry higher currents, and thus use relatively expensive ITO 
with a low sheet resistance (ca. 10 Ω sq −1 ). For an OPV, ITO 
on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) can represent up to 51% of 
the materials cost. [ 6 ]  

 In contrast to vapor-phase coating processes, the speed of 
a solution-phase coating process does not necessarily have to 
decrease with increasing coating thickness. [ 7 ]  Solution-phase 
coating processes also have lower capital and maintenance 
costs than sputtering. [ 6,8 ]  These facts have motivated the search 
for alternatives to ITO that can be deposited from liquids at 
linear coating rates >100 times faster (>1 m s −1 ) than the ITO 
sputtering process, but achieve the same or better transmit-
tance and sheet resistance values. Given the fact that the cost 
of ITO is dominated by the cost of sputtering rather than the 
cost of indium, it seems sensible to focus our attention in this 
Progress Report on those alternatives to ITO that enable the 
replacement of sputtering with coating from solution. 

 Conducting polymers are one long-standing alternative to 
ITO that offer the ability to be printed from solution, as well 
as mechanical fl exibility. [ 9 ]  Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) is the most widely used 
conducting polymer for transparent electrodes, and often serves 
as the hole conducting layer between the active polymer and 
ITO in OLEDs and OPVs. [ 10 ]  At a transmittance >90%, the typ-
ical sheet resistance values for PEDOT:PSS are >100 Ω sq −1 . [ 11 ]  
This performance is good enough for some applications that do 
not require high current carrying capacity, such as capacitive 
touch sensors and fi lms that dissipate static electricity, but is 
not suffi cient for replacement of ITO in OPVs and OLEDs. 
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 Transparent, conducting networks of carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) are a more recent alternative to ITO that are fl exible, 
durable, and compatible with solution-phase roll-to-roll coating 
processes. [ 3,12 ]  As-coated CNT-based transparent conductors 
typically exhibit sheet resistances of ca. 400 Ω sq −1  at 90%
 T  (% Transmittance) due to the large contact resistance between 
CNTs. [ 13 ]  Through exfoliation/doping with chlorosulfonic 
superacid, Hecht et al. recently demonstrated a sheet resistance 
and transmittance of 60 Ω sq −1  at 90.9% T , the highest opto-
electronic performance to date for CNT fi lms. [ 12c ]  Although this 
performance exceeds the performance of PEDOT:PSS, it is still 
about 5% T  less than that of ITO at the same sheet resistance. 

 Graphene has electrical and optical properties that are sim-
ilar to ITO when it is grown with a high temperature (1000 °C), 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process on a copper sheet, 
and transferred as one piece to a transparent substrate without 
damaging the atomically thin sheet. [ 14 ]  However, this process 
as it stands is obviously not practical for production of a low-
cost alternative to ITO. In contrast, fi lms made by the solution-
phase coating of graphene produced with low cost processes, 
such as exfoliating graphite, exhibit relatively poor performance 
(80% T , 3 kΩ sq −1 ). [ 15 ]  This is likely due to the inherently low 
aspect ratio of graphene fl akes and the high contact resist-
ance between graphene sheets. It remains to be demonstrated 
whether it is possible to obtain ITO-level performance with 
solution-coated graphene. 

 Metals such as Ag, Cu, and Au are ca. 50 times more conduc-
tive than ITO, but continuous fi lms of these metals are not very 
transparent. For example, a 7 nm fi lm of Au exhibits a trans-
mittance of 75% and a sheet resistance of 20 Ω sq −1 , [ 16 ]  and a 
bilayer fi lm of 7 nm Ag and 1 nm Ni has a sheet resistance 
of 13 Ω sq −1  at a transmittance of 56%. [ 17 ]  The performance of 
metal fi lms can be improved dramatically by patterning them 
into grids with open holes that allow for the transmission of 
light. Indeed, several companies, including 3M, polyIC, Uni-
Pixel, Kodak, O-fi lm, and Atmel, offer or are working on micro-
scale patterned metal grids as an alternative to ITO for use in 
touch sensors. [ 18 ]  Although microscale patterned metal mesh 
offers optoelectronic performance comparable to or better 
than ITO, these fi lms have yet to make much of a dent in the 
transparent conductor market. This may be because the cost 
of fabricating microscale metal grids ($30–40 m −2 ) is not sub-
stantially lower than the cost of ITO processing. [ 19 ]  Metal grids 
cannot be used by themselves with OPVs or OLEDs due to the 
large (ca. 200 µm), non-conductive holes. The micron-scale 
surface roughness of the metal grids makes them incompat-
ible with some types of OPV and OLED fabrication processes. 
The issues of hole size and surface roughness can be addressed 
to some extent for research purposes by replacing microscale 
grids made by photolithography and/or printing with nanoscale 
metal grids made with nanoimprint lithography techniques, 
but nanoscale patterning will likely introduce additional cost 
and suffer from lower yields. [ 20 ]  

 Fortunately, it is now possible to obtain a nanoscale metal 
mesh without any top-down patterning, and achieve perfor-
mance equivalent to or better than ITO. This is possible by 
fi rst growing metal nanowires in a scalable, solution-phase syn-
thesis, transferring the nanowires into a coating medium, and 
coating the nanowires onto a transparent substrate. Cambrios 

Technologies Corporation, [ 21 ]  building upon a silver nanowire 
(Ag NW) synthesis developed in the lab of Prof. Younan 
Xia and licensed from the University of Washington, has 
refi ned and improved the synthesis, purifi cation, and coating 
of Ag NWs to obtain fi lms with a transparency of 95% at 
20 Ω sq −1 . [ 22 ]  Even though silver (approximately $765 kg −1 ) is 
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more costly than indium (approximately $600 kg −1 ), [ 4,23 ]  Ag 
NWs can be deposited from solution with low-cost, roll-to-roll 
slot die coating. Due to their lower processing costs, Ag NWs 
are being increasingly used as the transparent electrode in 
touch sensors for computers sold by LG and Lenovo. 

 Copper is only 6% less conductive than silver, but it is 1000-
times more abundant and 100 times cheaper than silver or 
indium. Motivated by the potential to combine low-cost solution 
phase processing with the low cost of copper, several research 
groups have demonstrated scalable syntheses of copper nano-
wires (Cu NWs), as well as their coating from solution to make 
fi lms with properties comparable to ITO. [ 24 ]  The best sheet 
resistance and transmittance of Cu NW fi lms demonstrated 
today are 100 Ω sq −1  at 95% T . [ 24a ]  However, it remains a chal-
lenge to stabilize the Cu NWs against oxidation while retaining 
fi lm performance comparable to ITO. 

 Of the various alternatives to ITO, only metal nanowires 
are both solution coatable and achieve performance equiva-
lent to ITO ( Table    1  ). In addition, metal nanowire fi lms are not 
only much more fl exible than ITO, but can even be made to 
be stretchable. [ 25 ]  Thus metal nanowire fi lms are currently the 
most promising material yet for replacing ITO across a broad 
range of existing and emerging applications. In this Progress 
Report, we summarize the rapid advances being made in the 
understanding of the structure–property relationship of metal 
nanowire fi lms, as well as synthetic approaches to generating 
nanowires with structures specifi cally tuned for optimal per-
formance in transparent, conducting nanowire networks. We 
then discuss different approaches to coat nanowires from solu-
tion and process the fi lms to improve their conductivity, dura-
bility, and surface roughness. In the last section, we will high-
light examples of the integration of transparent, conducting 
nanowire fi lms into touch screens, OPVs, and OLEDs.   

  2.     Structure–Property Relationships for 
Transparent Conducting Nanowire Films 

 How does the length and diameter of a metal nanowire affect 
the transmittance and sheet resistance of a transparent con-
ducting fi lm? A simple functional relationship between the 

dimensions of a nanowire and the properties of the fi lm would 
be very helpful in guiding synthetic efforts to produce nano-
wires that are optimized for use in transparent electrodes, but 
such a relationship does not currently exist. Obtaining such a 
relationship is complicated by the fact that: i) the intrinsic elec-
trical and optical properties of metal nanowires are non-line-
arly dependent on nanowire diameter and ii) the dependence 
of the conductivity of nanowire fi lms on the areal density and 
dimensions of nanowires cannot be solved analytically. In this 
section, we review current progress towards a complete, quan-
titative understanding of the structure–property relationship of 
nanowire fi lms. 

  2.1.     Size-Dependent Electrical Resistivity of Metal Nanowires 

 As the diameter of a metal nanowire becomes small relative to 
the mean free path of an electron, the electrical resistivity of 
the nanowire increases. [ 34 ]  The fi rst models for predicting how 
much the resistivity increases per decrease in dimension is 
attributed to Fuchs for the case of fi lms; [ 35 ]  Dingle extended this 
theory to metal wires. [ 34 ]  These theories have been and continue 
to be attractive to experimentalists because they depend on only 
two parameters: i) the ratio of the sample dimension  d  to the 
bulk mean free path  λ ∞   of an electron, and ii) an angle-inde-
pendent specularity parameter  p  that gives the probability that 
an electron will be specularly refl ected from the surface (i.e., 
not exhibit a decrease in drift velocity). 

 Recognizing that the refl ection of a wave from a surface 
depends on the incident angle to and roughness of that sur-
face (see  Figure    1  A), Ziman developed an angle and rough-
ness-dependent specularity parameter of the form given by 
Equation   1  :

 
θ π λ θ( )( ) = −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦exp 4 / cos

2 2p h e
  

(1)
 

 where  θ  is the angle of incidence relative to the surface normal, 
 h  is the root mean square surface roughness, and  λ  e  is the 
Fermi wavelength of an electron. [ 36 ]  Soffer incorporated  p ( θ ) 
into a model for how the resistivity of thin fi lms depends on 
surface roughness. [ 37 ]  Sambles extended this theory to wires, 
and showed that this new model could better match and explain 
experimental results for thin fi lms. [ 38 ]  For example, to fi t tem-
perature-dependent experimental data with the Fuchs model, 
it proved necessary to introduce a temperature-dependent  p  
or a temperature-dependent product of the bulk resistivity and 
the bulk mean free path,  ρ  ∞  λ  ∞ , both of which have no phys-
ical basis. In contrast, the Soffer model shows excellent agree-
ment with experimental data over a wide range of temperatures 
without requiring a temperature-dependent  ρ  ∞  λ  ∞  to fi t the data.  

 Given this long history of theoretical development, it is 
interesting to note that it is only within the last few years that 
experimental data has become available to test the Soffer–Sam-
bles model of resistivity for nanowires. This is because testing 
this theory requires performing electrical measurements on 
nano wires with a roughness of about one tenth the Fermi 
wavelength of an electron, ca. 0.03 nm. Such experiments were 
recently performed by Kotov, [ 41 ]  Peddeti, [ 40 ]  and Krstic [ 39 ]  for 
Au, Cu, and Ag NWs grown in solution-phase syntheses. Their 

  Table 1.    Comparison of transparent conducting materials in terms of 
their compatibility with solution coatable processes and performance 
relative to ITO.  

TC Materials Solution 
Coatable

ITO Level 
Performance

Examples

Doped Metal Oxides No Yes Al:ZnO, [26]  Ga:ZnO [27] 

Metal Thin Films No No Au, [16]  Ag, [28]  Ni, Cr [29] 

Metal Nanogrids No Yes Au, Ag, Cu [20b , 30] 

Electrospun Nanofi bers No Yes Cu [31] 

Conductive Polymers Yes No PEDOT:PSS [9b , 10] 

Carbon Nanotubes Yes No  [12b , 12c , 32] 

Graphene Flakes Yes No  [15,33] 

Metal Nanowires Yes Yes Ag, [22]  Cu [24a] 
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data is plotted along with data from electrodeposited and litho-
graphically-defi ned nanowires in Figure  1 B-D. Model fi ts to the 
electrodeposited and lithographically-defi ned silver, copper, and 

gold nanowires show that they are likely quite smooth, with a 
surface roughness of about 0.3 nm. However, this small sur-
face roughness is still on the order of the Fermi wavelength of 
an electron (0.5 nm), and so these nanowires show enhanced 
resistivities at dimensions 2–6 times the bulk mean free path. 
In contrast, solution-grown Au and Ag NWs with atomically 
smooth surfaces exhibit resistivities comparable to the bulk, 
even at dimensions equivalent to or below the bulk mean free 
path of an electron. [ 39,41 ]  

 The recognition that atomically smooth metal nanowires 
exhibit very little enhancement in their resistivity is an exciting 
and important development for those working in the nanowire 
fi eld. What this means for transparent conducting fi lms is 
that one can utilize atomically smooth nanowires with smaller 
diameters without signifi cantly degrading the resistivity of the 
fi lm if the atomically smooth surfaces of the nanowires are 
retained after incorporation into devices. To come to a fuller 
understanding of the impact of nanowire diameter on the 
electro-optical performance of transparent conducting fi lms, we 
will now examine the optical properties of nanowires.  

  2.2.     The Optical Properties of Nanowire Films 

 The optical properties of a nanowire network can be understood 
by fi rst considering what fraction of the surface of an otherwise 
transparent fi lm is blocked by the nanowires. If the amount of 
light blocked by a single nanowire is equivalent to its geometric 
cross-section, then the light blocked by a nanowire network is 
approximately the area fraction ( AF ) of the fi lm covered by the 
nanowires, given by Equation   2  :

 = × ×AF N L D   (2) 

 where  N  is the number of nanowires per unit area,  L  is the 
length of the nanowires, and  D  is the diameter of the nano-
wires. [ 42 ]  The amount of light blocked by a single nanowire can 
be described by its extinction effi ciency  Q ext  , given by Equation   3  :

 
=ext

extQ
C

DL   
(3)

 

 where  C  ext  is the extinction cross-section of a nanowire, i.e., 
the amount of light scattered and absorbed by a nanowire. 
 Q  ext  is essentially the ratio of the amount of light scattered and 
absorbed by a nanowire relative to its geometric cross-section. 
The amount of light blocked by a nanowire fi lm is then just 
 AF  ×  Q  ext , and its transmittance (% T ) is given by Equation   4  :

 = − ×% extT e AF Q
  (4) 

   For nanowires more than several microns long, the  Q  ext  of a 
nanowire is independent of nanowire length, [ 42 ]  and the diam-
eter-dependent  Q  ext  of a nanowire can be calculated with Mie 
theory. [ 43 ]   Figure    2  A shows a plot of % T  at  λ  0  = 600 nm versus 
 Q  ext  for nanowires with diameters of 56, 100, and 153 nm. This 
data illustrates that the slope of a plot of % T  versus  AF  is linear 
with a diameter-dependent slope given by  Q  ext . The slopes of 
the experimental measurements match the slopes calculated 
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 Figure 1.    A) A schematic to illustrate the effect of surface roughness 
on the refl ection of electrons from a surface. Plots of: B) Ag NWs, [ 39 ]  
C) Cu NWs, [ 40 ]  and D) Au NWs [ 41 ]  showing the experimental and theoret-
ical (based on Samble’s calculations) diameter-dependent resistivity. Data 
from the given references are plottedd here. The red number on the  x -axes 
shows the mean-free path for the various metals at room temperature.
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by Mie theory (dotted lines). Ag NWs with large diameters are 
more effi cient at blocking light than nanowires with smaller 
diameters due to their larger extinction cross-sections.  

 Another important optical property of transparent con-
ducting fi lms is haze. Haze is defi ned as the percentage of 
transmitted light which in passing through the fi lm deviates 
more than 2.5° from the incident beam by forward scattering, 
given by Equation   5  : [ 44 ] 

 

( )
( )=

+
−° °s 2.5 90

d s f

H
I

I I
  

(5)
 

 where  I  d  is the light fl ux transmitted directly, and ( I  s ) f  is the 
fl ux undergoing forward scattering, i.e. the scattered intensity 
between 0° and 90°. Minimizing haze, and thereby improving 
the clarity of a fi lm, is an important consideration for display 
applications. Generally the haze of a touch screen should 
be less than 1%. In contrast, one may wish to increase haze 
for the transparent electrode in a solar cell, as an increase in 
the percent of light scattered from the electrode can increase 

the coupling of light into the absorber material, and thereby 
increase the effi ciency of the device. [ 43,45 ]  Figure  2 B shows the 
haze of a nanowire fi lm as a function of  AF  for three diameters 
of nanowires. Haze increases roughly linearly with  AF , and 
decreases exponentially with the diameter of the nanowires due 
to the decrease in the scattering cross-section.  

  2.3.     The Electrical Properties of Nanowire Films 

 Given that the transmittance of a nanowire fi lm decreases with 
the nanowire diameter  D  and area fraction  AF , optimizing 
the optoelectronic properties of nanowire fi lms requires mini-
mizing the sheet resistance at a given  D  and  AF . Of course, for a 
nanowire fi lm to be electrically conductive at all, the nanowires 
must fi rst be in contact. Imagine adding nanowires to a surface 
between two electrodes. At some critical nanowire number den-
sity  N  c , one continuous path along interconnected nanowires 
is formed between the electrodes, and electrons can percolate 
across this path. Pike and Seager used Monte Carlo simulations 
to show that for wires of length  L  the critical number density  N  c  
necessary to achieve percolation is given by Equation   6  : [ 46 ] 

 = 5.71c
2N L   (6) 

 This equation illustrates that it is important to use long nano-
wires in order to achieve a conducting path at low nanowire 
densities. Thus, in order to maximize the number of connec-
tions between nanowires at a low area fraction, it is necessary 
to maximize  L / D , the aspect ratio of the nanowires. 

 However, most practical applications require nanowire 
networks with densities well above percolation, such that the 
nanowires in the fi lm are all interconnected. At this point, 
the sheet resistance of a randomly oriented nanowire net-
work is a function of the nanowire resistivity (which can in 
turn be a function of their diameter and surface roughness), 
the nanowire length  L , the nanowire diameter  D , the area frac-
tion  AF  of nanowires, and the contact resistance between the 
nanowires. If the resistivity of the nanowires in a fi lm is the 
same as the bulk resistivity  ρ ∞  , and the contact resistance  R  c  
between the nanowires is negligible, then the sheet resistance 
of a nanowire fi lm is given by Equation   7  :

 

ρ ρ
= ∞

/
s

NWR
m A

  

(7)

 

 where  R  s  (Ω sq −1 ) is the sheet resistance of the fi lm (i.e., the 
resistance across a square-shaped area of the fi lm),  m / A  (kg m −2 ) 
is the mass of the nanowires per unit area,  ρ  NW  (kg m −3 ) is the 
density of the nanowires in the fi lm, and  ρ  ∞  (Ω m) is the bulk 
resistivity of the metal. Note that by neglecting contact resist-
ance, the deviation of  R  s  from the sheet resistance of a solid 
metal fi lm simply becomes a function of the porosity of the 
nanowire fi lm,  ρ  NW / ρ  B , where  ρ  B  is the bulk density of the metal. 

 However, the assumption that the contact resistance  R  c  is neg-
ligible is not a good assumption. In fact, experimental results 
indicate that it is better to assume that  R  c  >>  R  NW , where  R  NW  
is the resistance of an individual nanowire. For example, elec-
trical measurements of crossed Ag NWs with average diameters 
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 Figure 2.    A) Optical transmission and B) haze versus area fraction of Ag 
NWs with a diameter of 56, 100, and 153 nm. Reproduced with permis-
sion. [ 43 ]  Copyright 2013, AIP Publishing.
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 D  ≈ 40–80 nm are ca. 8 kΩ for plasmonically welded junctions [ 47 ]  
and ca. 0.5 kΩ for Ag NWs coated with gold. [ 48 ]  In contrast, 
assuming the nanowire resistivity is the same as the bulk, the 
resistance of a Ag NW 50 nm in diameter and 10 µm long is 
0.08 kΩ . The assumption that  R  c  >> R  NW  has (at least) three 
important implications: i) lowering the sheet resistance of a 
nanowire fi lm at a given  AF  requires either reducing the number 
of contacts or reducing the contact resistance; ii) the number of 
contacts, and thus  R  s , for a nanowire fi lm at a given  AF  can be 
reduced by increasing the aspect ratio  L / D  of nanowires; iii) the 
 R  s  of a nanowire fi lm will always depend on  L/D , even for thick 
nanowire fi lms in which the nanowires are all interconnected. 

 Calculations of the sheet resistance of nanowire networks as 
a function of  AF  and  L / D  for the case of  R  c  >>  R  NW  by Mutiso 
et al. have not only quantitatively demonstrated the effects of  R  c  
dominating the resistance of the fi lm, but further show that this 

assumption yields an excellent fi t with experimental data. [ 49 ]  To 
calculate the  R  s  of nanowire networks, random assemblies of 
ca. 1000–450 000 nanowires were generated within a square 
cell with a thickness  D  (the nanowires are interpenetrating), 
and the network(s) of interconnected nanowires that span the 
breadth of the cell are identifi ed. Assuming that all the resist-
ance in the nanowire network comes from the contact resist-
ance  R  c  between the nanowires, the current for a given bias 
across the cell is calculated by solving the system of equations 
that results from applying Kirchoff’s law to each nanowire junc-
tion. The sheet resistance of the cell is then calculated from the 
current across the cell for a given voltage, and the cell dimen-
sions. Simulated  R  s  values can be fi t to experimental  R  s  values 
by adjusting the one free parameter in the simulation,  R  c  .  This 
approach allows one to extract the effective contact resistance 
 R  c_effective  (See  Figure    3  A) between a large number of diverse 
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 Figure 3.    A) A schematic of a network of monodisperse nanowires in which the resistance at nanowire–nanowire junctions (red dots) dominates 
( R  c  >>  R  NW ). B) Sheet resistance from simulations as a function of the  L / D  and area fraction of the rods in Ag NW fi lms using an effective average 
contact resistance  R  c_effective  = 2 kΩ and constant  D  = 50 nm. C) Calculated transmittance vs simulated sheet resistance for Ag NW fi lms for  L / D  ranging 
between 50 and 800. D) Simulated sheet resistance as a function of area fraction for nanowire fi lms composed of bidisperse mixtures of rods with 
 L / D  = 50 (Reference) and 400 (Long). Insets are schematics illustrating networks with different relative area fractions of long rods in the network, 
 F  Long  = 0 (upper right) and  F  Long  = 0.5 (lower left). Reproduced with permission. [ 49 ]  Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
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nanowire junctions in an experimental nanowire network. For 
Ag NWs with  D  = 50–80 nm,  R  c_effective  = 1.5–2.5 kΩ. This value 
falls within the range of individual Ag NW junctions that were 
measured experimentally (0.5–8 kΩ).  

 After obtaining a value of  R  c_effective  = 2 kΩ from fi ts with 
experimental Ag nanowire networks ( D =  50, 84, and 75 nm; 
 L/D  = 200, 258, and 275), the simulation allowed for the rapid 
calculation of  R  s  values across a broad range of  L/D  and  AF  
values. Figure  3 B demonstrates the strong dependence of  R s   
on aspect ratio for nanowire networks with  R  c   >> R  NW , even 
for dense networks with  AF  = 0.7. For dense networks, the  R s   
drops by a factor of ca. 4 for every doubling of  L/D  at a given 
area fraction, and thus continues to obey the  L  −2  scaling pre-
dicted by percolation theory for networks near the critical 
density required for percolation. Figure  3 C combines the  R s   
calculation with empirical fi ts for % T  as a function of  AF  to 
demonstrate how the % T  and  R  s  scale with aspect ratio. This 
plot clearly shows that it is necessary to use high aspect ratio 
nanowires in order to obtain high performance transparent 
conducting fi lms. It also shows that it is important for experi-
mentalists to report the aspect ratio of the nanowires they used 
for a given fi lm so as to facilitate the comparison of results 
between research groups. 

 Of course, synthesized nanowires consist of a range of 
aspect ratios, so it is important to understand the effect of this 
distribution of aspect ratios on the properties of a nanowire 
network. Figure  3 D shows the effect of replacing a given area 
fraction of short nanowires ( L / D  = 50) with long nanowires 
( L / D =  400). The  R s   of the network drops by nearly an order of 
magnitude when only 10% of the area fraction of short nano-
wires is replaced by long nanowires. This positive result sug-
gests that the longer nanowires in a sample with a large range 
of nanowire aspect ratios will have a much stronger effect on 
the fi lm performance than the nanowires with low aspect ratios. 
The schematics in Figure  3 D illustrate that adding a small pro-
portion of high aspect ratio nanowires allows electrons to trav-
erse much farther across a fi lm without encountering a high-
resistance nanowire contact.   

  3.     Scalable Synthesis of Metal Nanowires 

 The fact that metal nanowires can be grown in liquid solu-
tions at low temperatures makes them particularly easy to 
commercialize because solution-phase syntheses are orders of 
magnitude less capital-intensive and easier to scale than vapor-
phase processes. It is remarkable to note that methods for the 
solution-phase growth of metal nanowires without a template 
did not exist fi fteen years ago, but now there are hundreds of 
different syntheses for producing metal nanowires in solution 
and a dozen companies producing and selling metal nano-
wires for a variety of applications. All solution-phase syntheses 
of nano wires are similar in that they require a reducing agent 
to convert metal ions into metal and a capping agent to direct 
anisotropic assembly of the metal atoms into nanowires. In 
this section, we will highlight some of the synthetic processes 
capable of producing metal nanowires from silver and copper 
with lengths, widths, and yields well-suited for use in trans-
parent conducting fi lms. 

  3.1.     Silver Nanowires 

 The polyol synthesis of Ag NWs developed by Sun, Xia and co-
workers in 2002 represents one of the earliest syntheses suit-
able for scalable production of metal nanowires, and variations 
of it are widely used for commercial production of Ag NWs for 
transparent conducting fi lms. [ 50 ]  This synthesis involves the 
reduction of silver ions by hot ethylene glycol (EG) in the pres-
ence of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), a polymeric capping agent 
( Figure    4  A). Typically the EG is preheated to the desired tem-
perature (ca. 150 °C) before adding solutions containing the 
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 Figure 4.    A) Conventional polyol synthesis of Ag NWs. B) SEM image 
of the Ag NWs. C) Length distributions of Ag NWs from conventional 
growth and successive multistep growth and their corresponding SEM 
images. Reproduced with permission. [ 51 ]  Copyright 2012, The Royal 
Society of Chemistry.
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dissolved silver precursor (usually AgNO 3 ) and PVP (a molec-
ular weight of 55 000 seems to work best).  

 Heating of the ethylene glycol generates glycolaldehyde, 
which in turn reduces the silver ions to atoms. The atoms then 
agglomerate to form nuclei. At a small size, the crystal structure 
of the nuclei will fl uctuate between a single-crystalline, single-
twinned, or a multiply twinned decahedral morphology. [ 52 ]  As 
the nuclei grow, the amount of energy required to break the 
bonds in the nuclei and modulate its morphology becomes 
greater than the thermal energy available. At this point the 
nuclei become stuck in a given morphology, and are then called 
seeds. Generally a high-yield of the multiply twinned seeds are 
observed due to the ability of twinning to increase the coverage 
of the lowest-surface-energy, (111) facets. [ 53 ]  Silver atoms pref-
erentially add to the faces of the decahedra, leading to their 
elongation into nanorods. PVP is then thought to preferentially 
adhere to the sides of the nanorods, leaving their ends open to 
further atomic addition. [ 54 ]  This leads to the rapid anisotropic 
growth of nanorods into nanowires. 

 For consistently high yields of high-aspect-ratio Ag NWs, the 
starting EG should contain very low concentrations of Fe and 
Cl species, which are common contaminants. One source for 
high purity EG is J. T. Baker, which conveniently puts the lot 
analysis for Cl and Fe on the label. Before using the EG in the 
reaction, it must be doped with a controlled amount of Fe and 
Cl (for example, with about 5 µM of Fe(NO 3 ) 3  and 0.22 mM of 
NaCl). [ 42 ]  If no Cl −  is added, the silver seeds will rapidly agglom-
erate into spheroids. Although it is not entirely clear how the Cl 
anions prevent aggregation of seeds, one possibility is that the 
Cl anions coordinate to the surface of the seeds, imbue them 
with negative charge, and thus electrostatically stabilize them 
against aggregation. However, if the reaction is performed in 
air, the coordination of Cl anions to the silver decahedra will 
also assist in their oxidative dissolution. One way to prevent 
this is to add Fe(III) cations. Although it is again not entirely 
clear how a small amount of Fe(III) can prevent oxidative dis-
solution, one possibility is that reduction by glycolaldehyde 
keeps the iron species in the divalent state, and these divalent 
iron species act as oxygen scavengers. [ 55 ]  

 A typical polyol synthesis produces Ag NWs 2–25 µm long 
and 40–90 nm wide, with  L / D  = 50–300 (Figure  4 B). As men-
tioned in the discussion above, it would be benefi cial to syn-
thesize nanowires that have higher aspect ratios and smaller 
diameters. Previous work has shown that the reducing power of 
EG increases with temperature, and that this effect is due to the 
temperature-dependent oxidation of ethylene glycol to glycola-
ldehyde. [ 56 ]  Therefore, the reaction temperature and time will 
affect the growth rate, and thereby determine the dimension of 
the nanowires. However, it is challenging to produce nanowires 
with aspect ratios >400 or diameters <30 nm only by control-
ling the time and temperature of a polyol synthesis. [ 42 ]  

 Recently Ko and co-workers have developed a successive 
multistep growth method using the as-synthesized nanowires 
as “seeds” for growing longer nanowires (Figure  4 C). [ 51 ]  In this 
method a modifi ed CuCl 2 -mediated polyol process was used to 
synthesize the starting nanowires (ca. 10 µm). [ 57 ]  The as-syn-
thesized nanowires were then used as seeds to grow nanowires 
in a fresh growth solution containing EG, PVP, and AgNO 3  at 
150 °C. To further increase the length of the nanowires, this 

process was repeated several times on the same nanowires. As 
shown in Figure  4 C, seven iterations of this produced nano-
wires as long as 500 µm with an average diameter of 160 nm 
( L / D  = 600). Although the aspect ratio of these nanowires is 
fairly high, their large diameters will give these nanowire large 
extinction cross-sections. In addition, the successive growth 
method is not a practical method for large-scale production of 
silver nanowires. There remains a gap in the literature for silver 
nanowire syntheses that produce high aspect ratio nanowires 
with diameters less than 30 nm.  

  3.2.     Copper Nanowires 

 Several Cu NW syntheses have been published over the past 
decade, but there are two general approaches that are used by 
multiple labs: i) an ethylenediamine (EDA)-mediated synthesis, 
and ii) an alkylamine-mediated synthesis. Zeng and co-workers 
developed one of the fi rst scalable solution phase synthesis of 
Cu NWs in 2005 ( Figure    5  A). [ 58 ]  In this synthesis, Cu(II) ions 
are reduced by hydrazine (N 2 H 4 ) in a basic solution (pH = 
14–15) containing EDA as the capping agent. The resulting Cu 
NWs were 90–120 nm in diameter and 40–50 µm long ( L / D  = 
350–450). Rathmell et al. modifi ed Zeng's approach and scaled 
the reaction up by 100 times (1.2 g Cu NWs) to demonstrate 
the potential for large scale production (Figure  5 B). [ 24b ]  The Cu 
NWs were 90 ± 10 nm wide and 10 ± 3 µm long with spherical 
nanoparticles attached to one end of the nanowires. The addi-
tion of EDA to the reaction solution was necessary to promote 
anisotropic growth of Cu NWs. Without EDA added to the reac-
tion, only particles with diameters ranging from 125–500 nm 
were produced. Ye et al. increased the aspect ratio of the Cu 
NWs up to 2300 (80 µm long and 35 nm wide) by modifying 
the EDA-mediated approach (Figure  5 C). [ 24a , 59 ]  They found the 
size and shape of the Cu NWs were controllable through adjust-
ment of the molar ratio of Cu(NO 3 ) 2 , N 2 H 4 , and EDA.  

 The alkylamine-mediated synthesis is usually carried out 
in a neutral or moderately basic condition at a higher tem-
perature than the EDA-mediated synthesis (Figure  5 D). Shi 
et al. reported a hydrothermal route to obtain Cu NWs by 
reducing CuCl 2  in water at 120–180 °C. [ 60 ]  In this method, 
octadecylamine reduced Cu(II) to Cu(0) and served as a cap-
ping agent. The Cu NWs produced by this method had diam-
eters of 30–100 nm and lengths up to several millimeters. Peng 
and co-workers replaced the octadecylamine with oleylamine, 
and introduced Ni(II) as a catalyst for reduction of Cu(II). [ 24f  ]  
These modifi cations reduced the average diameter of the 
Cu NWs below 16 nm, and the lengths were up to 40 µm 
( L / D  < 2500). Konya and co-workers introduced an additional 
reducing agent, glucose, to the alkylamine-mediated synthesis 
of Cu NWs, which enabled the use of lower reaction temper-
atures (120 °C). [ 61 ]  The Cu NWs had a uniform diameter of 
65 nm and a length of a few micrometers ( L / D  > 50). Xia and 
co-workers reduced the temperature of the hexadecylamine/
glucose reaction to 100 °C to produce Cu NWs with an average 
diameter of 25 nm and a length ranging from tens to hundreds 
of micrometers (Figure  5 E,F). [ 24c ]  

 At the present time, both the EDA-mediated and alkylamine-
mediated synthesis can produce thin, high-aspect-ratio 
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nanowires that have equally good performance when processed 
to form transparent conducting fi lms. [ 24a , 24d–f , 59  ,  62 ]  Although the 
EDA-mediated synthesis is carried out under very basic con-
ditions, the fact that it can be performed under atmospheric 
pressures makes it more practical for large-scale production. 
 Figure    6   shows the best transmittance and sheet resistance 
reported in the literature to date for solution-coated Ag NWs, 
Cu NWs, graphene, CNTs and PEDOT:PSS.    

  4.     Film Fabrication 

 A variety of coating methods have been employed to fabricate 
transparent conductors made from metal nanowires, including 
drop casting, vacuum fi ltration, spin coating, spray coating, 
and Meyer rod coating. Drop casting [ 64 ]  involves dropping and 
drying a volume of nanowire suspension on a substrate that 
is agitated on a shaker. The resulting nanowire mesh can be 
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 Figure 5.    A) Reaction scheme of EDA-mediated synthesis. B) Picture of the reaction fl ask after growth of Cu NWs at 80 °C for 1 hr. Reproduced with 
permission. [ 24b ]  Copyright 2010, Wiley-VCH. C) SEM image of Cu NWs. Reproduced with permission. [ 24a ]  Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. 
D) Reaction scheme of alkylamine-mediated synthesis. E,F) SEM (E) and TEM (F) images of Cu NWs prepared with hexadecylamine as capping agent. 
The inset in (E) shows the as-prepared suspension of Cu NWs in water. Reproduced with permission. [ 24c ]  Copyright 2011, Wiley-VCH.
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randomly dispersed in the center of the droplet but often forms 
a coffee ring of dense wires around the edge of the droplet. 
More uniform nanowire fi lms can be formed on a fi lter mem-
brane using vacuum fi ltration. [ 24b , 24e , 24f , 25f , 42  ,  51  ,  65 ]  This fi lm can 
then be transferred to various substrates including glass, poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and PET. This method is particu-
larly good for producing fi lms with a known area fraction of 
nanowires by fi ltering a solution with a known nanowire con-
centration. Of course, this method is not scalable, and it can 
be challenging to completely transfer the nanowires from the 
fi lter to a substrate. Spin coating [ 66 ]  requires the placement of 
excessive amounts of nanowire suspension on a fl at substrate, 
followed by rotation at high speeds to spread the nanowire 
solution evenly across the substrate through centrifugal force. 
The area fraction of the nanowire fi lms can be adjusted by 
vary ing the spin rate and the concentration of the nanowire 
suspension. This process can be convenient for quickly 
checking a sample in a laboratory setting, but is obviously not 
very scalable. 

 Random networks of nanowires can also be sprayed from 
dilute suspensions using an airbrush or electrostatic spray 
deposition. [ 25e , 67 ]  This method sometimes requires that the sub-
strate to be heated to evaporate the solvent, especially if the sol-
vent is water. The spray pressure can be adjusted to produce 
small droplets to improve the uniformity of the fi lm. [ 67g ]  Spray 
coating is particularly well-suited for applying nanowires to 
curved and irregularly shaped surfaces. 

 Meyer rod coating is a simple and scalable method to make 
transparent fi lms of metal nanowires. [ 24a , 24d , 48  ,  59 , 62a , 62b , 68 ]  Ag 
NWs can be coated directly from methanol or other alcohols 
( Figure    7  A). [ 48 , 68a–c ]  A nitrocellulose-based ink was developed 
for Meyer rod coating of Cu NWs. [ 24a , 24d , 59 , 62a , 62b , 62d , 62e ]  Meyer 
rod coating is more scalable than spray coating as it enables 
faster deposition of nanowires to the fi lm.  

 Cambrios has reported the ability to create highly transparent 
conducting fi lms consisting of Ag NWs using roll-to-roll slot-
die coating on plastic substrates. [ 21 ]  A conceptual schematic on 
the Ag NW fi lm production process is shown in Figure  7 B. An 
aqueous dispersion of Ag NWs are coated and dried on a PET 
fi lm, followed by a thin (100–150 nm), transparent, UV-curable 
polymer overcoat. The purpose of the overcoat layer is to impart 
mechanical strength to the coating, and protect the nanowire 
layer from direct environmental exposure. All processing steps 
can be performed at low temperatures (<120 °C) and are thus 
compatible with most types of optical grade plastic fi lm such as 
PET, polycarbonate, triacetyl cellulose, or cyclic olefi n polymer. 
The wet-fi lm thickness, and thus, the conductivity and trans-
mittance of the nanowire fi lms, can be tuned by adjusting 
the roll-to-roll coating parameters or the concentration of the 
nanowire ink without compromising the coating throughput.  

  5.     Post-Treatment 

 Polymers or oxides on the surface of the nanowires after the 
coating step may increase the contact resistance between the 
nanowires in a network. The nanowire fi lm is also fairly rough 
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 Figure 6.    Plot of specular transmittance versus sheet resistance for the 
best available Ag NW ( L / D  = 600, [ 51 ]  Cambrios) [ 22 ]  and Cu NW ( L / D  = 
1860, [ 24a ]  2500) [ 24f  ]  transparent conducting fi lms. Values for CNT, [ 12c ]  gra-
phene, [ 63 ]  and PEDOT:PSS [ 10,11 ]  based fi lms, and ITO are shown for com-
parison. Data from the given references are plotted here.

 Figure 7.    A) Meyer rod coating and B) roll-to-roll slot die coating.
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compared to ITO, can usually be wiped off the substrate with a 
fi nger, and is susceptible to corrosion. In the following section, 
we will present a variety of methods to render nanowire fi lms 
more conductive, smooth, mechanically robust, and corrosion 
resistant. 

  5.1.     Reduction of Wire–Wire Contact Resistance 

 As we noted in Section 2.3, the majority of the sheet resistance 
of a nanowire fi lm arises from the contact resistance between 
nanowires. It is therefore critical to minimize contact resistance 
between nanowires in order to lower the sheet resistance of a 
nanowire network. Lowering the contact resistance between 
nanowires requires increasing the metallic contact area between 
nanowires and removing barriers to electron transport. There 

are several ways to achieve this. Thermal annealing of the Ag 
NW networks at a temperature of 200 °C for 20 min resulted 
in a dramatic decrease in the sheet resistance from 1 kΩ sq −1  
to 100 Ω sq −1  ( Figure    8  A). [ 64a ]  The reduction in the sheet resist-
ance is attributed to the fl owing and partial decomposition of 
PVP which then allows the Ag NWs to come into contact and 
fuse together. Continued annealing for more than 40 min led 
to a gradual increase in sheet resistance as the nanowires break 
into disconnected droplets.  

 Sheet resistance of Ag NW fi lms can also be improved by 
mechanical pressing. [ 48,69 ]  By sandwiching the nanowire net-
works between two rigid substrates, and applying 81GPa of 
pressure for 50 s with a mechanical shop press, Cui and co - 
workers found the sheet resistance decreased from hundreds 
of Ω sq −1  to tens of Ω sq −1 . [ 48 ]  Tokuno et al. demonstrated that 
mechanical pressing at 25 MPa for 5 s at room temperature 
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 Figure 8.    A) Thermal annealing at 200 °C initially decreases the sheet resistance of a Ag NW network. The sheet resistance subsequently rises due 
to melting of the Ag NWs, as shown by the SEM inset. Reproduced with permission. [ 64a ]  Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society. B) Effect of 
mechanical pressing on the sheet resistance of a Ag NW fi lm. Inset shows Ag NWs pressed at 25 MPa for 5 s. Reproduced with permission. [ 69 ]  Copy-
right 2011, Springer. C) Plasmonic welding lowers the sheet resistance of a Ag NW fi lm after 60 s. Inset shows a TEM image of a Ag NW junction after 
welding. Reproduced with permission. [ 47 ]  Copyright 2012, Macmillan Publishers. D) Acetic acid removes oxides from the surface of Cu NWs, making 
the fi lms as conductive as annealing in H 2 . Inset shows a Cu NW fi lm immersed in glacial acetic acid. Reproduced with permission. [ 62b ]  Copyright 
2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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can improve the electrical conductivity of the Ag NW electrodes 
to be equivalent to those annealed at 200 °C, which makes it 
possible to fabricate nanowire-based transparent electrodes on 
heat-sensitive substrates (Figure  8 B). [ 69 ]  

 Opto-thermal heating techniques have been developed in 
an effort to quickly reduce the sheet resistance of a nanowire 
network. [ 47 ]  Exposure of a Ag NW fi lm to a tungsten–halogen 
lamp at a power density of 30 W cm −2  for 1 minute welds 
Ag NWs together and decreases the resistance of the fi lm by 
three orders of magnitude (Figure  8 C). It is thought that the 
concentration of the incident electromagnetic fi eld in the 
nanoscale gaps between Ag NWs results in heating only at the 
point where nanowires need to be joined, preventing damage 
to the substrate. Other authors have demonstrated that high-
intensity pulsed light sources, such as 230 W xenon lamps, 
can reduce the sheet resistance of a fi lm in 50 µs. [ 68a , 70 ]  Such 
fast processing times may be useful for high-speed roll-to-roll 
processing. 

 It has been more diffi cult to reduce the contact resistance 
between Cu NWs due to their tendency to oxidize in air. In 
order to lower the sheet resistance of Cu NW fi lms coated from 
a nitrocellulose-based ink formulation, the fi lms were placed in 
a plasma cleaner under a forming gas atmosphere (5% H 2 , 95% 
N 2 ) to remove as much nitrocellulose, PVP and other organics 
as possible. [ 24d ]  After plasma cleaning, the fi lms were placed 
in a tube furnace with a pure hydrogen atmosphere at 175 °C. 
Since nitrocellulose has a low autoignition temperature, the 
remaining nitrocellulose vaporized and left a highly conduc-
tive Cu NW network. The pure hydrogen gas environment is 
necessary to reduce the oxide on the surface of Cu NWs and 
anneal the nanowires together; heating in a forming gas or 
inert atmosphere does not lower the sheet resistance as much 
as pure hydrogen. Such hydrogen-based annealing is imprac-
tical and has been a hurdle to the wider use of Cu NWs. 

 It has recently been shown that dipping in acetic acid can 
make Cu NW fi lms as conductive as annealing in a hydrogen 
atmosphere (Figure  8 D). [ 62b , 71 ]  This acid treatment removes the 
oxides on the surface of Cu NWs as well as the nitrocellulose. 
One can imagine that a modifi ed version of acetic acid wash 
can be used to render Cu NW fi lms conductive during roll-to-
roll processing.  

  5.2.     Decreasing Surface Roughness 

 The fact that ITO presents a smooth (rms roughness ≈ 2.5–
3 nm), [ 72 ]  continuous surface makes it compatible with thin 
organic electronic devices, such as OLEDs and OPVs. In con-
trast, nanowire surfaces are not continuous, and as-coated 
nanowire fi lms typically have surface roughness of at least two 
nanowire diameters (top-to-bottom roughness ≈ 200–300 nm 
when the diameter of the nanowires is in between 50 and 
100 nm). [ 72b ]  Such a large roughness is on the order of the 
thickness of an OLED or OPV, and devices made with rough 
nanowire fi lms often exhibit short circuits. There are several 
ways to address the issue of surface roughness for NW fi lms. 
One is mechanical pressing, which can reduce the average sur-
face roughness of a nanowire fi lm from two diameters (78 nm) 
to one diameter (37 nm). [ 62b ]  A second approach is to embed 

the nanowires at the surface of a polymer fi lm. For example, Yu 
et al. coated a Ag NW network with a UV-curable polymer. [ 64g ]  
After curing, the polymer was peeled away to reveal the Ag 
NWs embedded in its surface. The average surface roughness 
of the Ag NW/polyacrylate composite electrode was less than 
5 nm. Using a slightly different approach, Gaynor et al. trans-
ferred a Ag NW fi lm into the surface of a PEDOT:PSS fi lm 
through the application of pressure to obtain electrodes with an 
rms roughness as low as 12 nm. [ 72b ]  Note that it is diffi cult to 
achieve reproducible results with such a transfer step. Stewart 
et al. used mechanical pressing, followed by multiple overcoats 
of PEDOT:PSS, to achieve an average surface roughness of 
18 nm for CuNi nanowire fi lms, and used these fi lms as the 
anode in an OPV to achieve effi ciencies of 4.9%. [ 62b ]   

  5.3.     Improving Adhesion of Nanowires to the Substrate 

 Metal nanowires can be easily wiped off a substrate onto which 
they are coated if no effort is made to adhere them to the sub-
strate. Embedding the nanowires into the surface of a poly mer 
matrix provides one way to improve adhesion, as well as 
decrease surface roughness, but involves the transfer of nano-
wires from one substrate to another. [ 64g , 72b , 73 ]  Akter and Kim 
demonstrated that the adhesion of Ag NWs to PDMS could be 
improved by coating the PDMS with polydopamine prior to 
spray-coating the Ag NWs. [ 25e ]  The Ag NW fi lm remained on 
the substrate after a tape peel test. [ 25e ]  Jin et al. adapted their 
approach to mix polydopamine and alginic acid into the Ag 
NW dispersion, and spray-coated this mixture onto PET sub-
strate. [ 74 ]  The resultant Ag NW TC fi lm exhibits a sheet resist-
ance of ca. 16 Ω sq −1  at 89% T  (λ = 550 nm) without the need of 
high-temperature annealing. The sheet resistance increased by 
a factor of three after 100 cycles of tape tests, indicating that the 
Ag NWs adhered well to the substrate. Zilberberg et al. applied 
a layer of tin oxide (SnO x ) via a sol-gel process on top of spin-
coated Ag NW fi lms. [ 75 ]  Coating of SnO x  led to a decrease in the 
sheet resistance from 90 to 5.2 Ω sq −1 , and a decrease in the 
% T  from 79 to 72 at 632.8 nm. The rms roughness of the com-
posite TC fi lm was reduced from 65 to 34 nm after the SnO x  
coating. The sheet resistance remained unchanged after a tape 
peel test, or after exposure to 80 °C/80% relative humidity ( RH ) 
for a week.  

  5.4.     Protection from Corrosion 

 Both Cu NWs and Ag NWs require protection from atmos-
pheric corrosion. Atmospheric sulfi des will react with Ag, con-
verting it into Ag 2 S, which is much less conductive and has a 
greater absorption cross-section. [ 76 ]  There are several publica-
tions on the protection of silver nanostructures from reacting 
with atmospheric sulfi des in order to prolong their ability to 
serve as substrates for surface enhanced Raman sensing. [ 77 ]  
There are also at least two patents on the protection of Ag NWs 
in the context of TC fi lms, [ 76a , 78 ]  but no published academic 
studies. Given their increasing importance, the protection of 
Ag NW based TC fi lms from atmospheric corrosion warrants 
further study. 
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 Unlike Ag, Cu reacts with oxygen at ambient conditions, and 
thus oxidizes and becomes non-conductive more quickly. Cui 
and co-workers utilized atomic layer deposition (ALD) to coat 
a layer of aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) and aluminum 
oxide (Al 2 O 3 ) onto electrospun Cu nanofi bers in order to pre-
vent their oxidation ( Figure    9  A). [ 79 ]  After ALD, Cu nanofi bers 
retained the same  R s   and their % T  dropped by only 1%. Cu 
nanofi bers coated with the AZO/Al 2 O 3  layer exhibited a sheet 
resistance increase of only 10% after heating at 160 °C for 
8 hrs in dry air, or after 80 min at 80 °C/80%  RH ; Cu nano-
fi bers became insulating in less than 40 min under either of 
these conditions (Figure  9 B). This work showed that it is pos-
sible to protect a Cu nanofi ber network from oxidation without 
degrading its properties, but the ALD process will likely need 
to be replaced with a process that is less expensive for such an 
approach to be practical.  

 Coating Cu NWs with Ni is an alternative approach to make 
them highly resistant to oxidation. Rathmell et al. recently 
reported a solution phase synthesis of CuNi NWs with several 
Cu to Ni ratios. [ 62a ]  CuNi NWs were synthesized by reducing 
Ni onto the surface of Cu NWs with N 2 H 4 , leading to a core-
shell structure (Figure  9 C inset). Coating Cu NWs with Ni 
results in a lower fi lm transmittance at a given sheet resist-
ance due to the increase in the diameter of the nanowires, but 
it greatly improves their resistance to oxidation. Without any 
nickel coating, the sheet resistance of the Cu NW fi lms began 
to increase after 1 day in a dry oven at 85 °C, and increased 
by an order of magnitude after 5 days (Figure  9 C). The sheet 
resistance of Ag NW fi lms increased by an order of magnitude 
after 13 days. In comparison, with as little as 10% nickel rela-
tive to copper (9:1 Cu:Ni), the sheet resistance of the cupron-
ickel nanowire fi lm remained remarkably stable over a period 
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 Figure 9.    A) Cu nanofi bers coated with AZO and Al 2 O 3  via ALD. B) A plot of sheet resistance vs time for Cu and AZO-Cu nanofi bers at various oxidation 
conditions. Reproduced with permission. [ 79 ]  Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. C) Plot of sheet resistance vs time for fi lms of Ag NWs, Cu 
NWs, and cupronickel nanowires stored at 85 °C. Inset is an EDS mapping image of a cupronickel nanowire coated with 54 mol% nickel. D) Modifi ed 
Arrhenius plot of the time required for the sheet resistance to double vs temperature for fi lms of Cu, Ag, 20% Ni, and 54% Ni NWs. Reproduced with 
permission. [ 62a ]  Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
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of 30 days, increasing by only 10 Ω sq −1  (from 30 to 40 Ω sq −1 ). 
With Ni contents of 34% or greater, the change in the sheet 
resistance over 30 days is within the error of the measure-
ment. Based on the temperature-dependent oxidation kinetics 
(Figure  9 D), the times for the sheet resistance of the NW fi lms 
to double (Δ R / R 0   = 1) at 25 °C are estimated to be 0.2, 3, 400, 
and 1000 years for networks of copper, silver, 20% Ni, and 54% 
Ni nanowires, respectively. Subsequent work showed that Ni 
can also be coated onto the Cu NW fi lms after fi lm formation, 
and that the resulting fi lms are as stable as Ag NW fi lms under 
both dry and humid (85 °C/85%  RH ) conditions. [ 62b ]    

  6.     Device Integration 

  6.1.     Touch Screens 

 The large (ca. $500 billion) and rapidly growing market for 
devices that operate through touch-based interfaces represents 
the most important commercial opportunity for metal nano-
wires. [ 80 ]  Projected capacitive touch screens, found in nearly 
all smart phones and tablets, use 6–12 times more ITO than 
LCD’s because of the lower sheet resistance of the ITO in the 
touch screen, and the fact that there are two TC layers in touch 
screen versus one in an LCD. Due to the large size and highly 
competitive nature of the touch module market, there is a 
strong driving force to lower the cost of touch modules. The 
lower costs of solution-based metal nanowire coating processes 
relative to vacuum-based ITO deposition is one way for sup-
pliers of touch modules, and ultimately the suppliers of touch-
based devices, to lower the costs of their products. The greater 
mechanical durability and fl exibility of metal nanowire fi lms 
is a secondary benefi t of switching from ITO, and presents an 
opportunity to develop fl exible touch-based devices that would 
not otherwise be possible due to the brittleness of ITO. [ 51 ]  For 
example, Lee et al. fabricated a AgNWs/PEDOT:PSS based fl ex-
ible touch panel that could operate when wrapped around a 
human arm. [ 81 ]  

 Cambrios Technologies and its commercial partners have 
overcome multiple technical hurdles to introduce the fi rst Ag 
NW based touch sensors for smart phones, [ 82 ]  desktops, [ 83 ]  and 
tablets ( Figure    10  A). [ 84 ]  Besides enabling lower processing costs 
and greater mechanical fl exibility, Ag NWs from Cambrios 
allow the creation of fi lms with a performance higher than ITO 
(98% T  at 40 Ω sq −1 ). [ 21 ]  Given these multiple advantages and the 
success to date, it seems likely that Ag NWs will gain a greater 
market share of the PET-fi lm based touch sensor market.   

  6.2.     Solar Cells 

 The power-conversion effi ciency of OPVs has reached a new 
record of 11.1%, demonstrating the promise of OPVs as a low-
cost alternative to silicon for solar energy harvesting. [ 86 ]  How-
ever, it has been noted that a solar energy conversion system 
cannot cost much more than approximately 10 times the cost of 
paint ($1 m −2 ), if it is to be cost-competitive with fossil fuels. [ 87 ]  
As we noted in the introduction, ITO already costs more than 
10 times the cost of paint, and yet can only represent a fraction 

of the cost of an organic solar cell. Therefore, ITO must be 
replaced with transparent conducting paint for organic solar 
cells to ever represent a low cost path to solar energy harvesting. 
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 Figure 10.    A) An example commercial touch panel using Cambrios’ 
ClearOhm Ag NWs. [ 21 ]  B) Characteristic  J – V  curves of solar cells with ITO, 
Ag NWs, and CuNi NWs as the transparent electrode. Inset shows the 
diagram of the nanowire-based FTAZ-PCBM BHJ solar cell. Reproduced 
with permission. [ 62b ]  Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. C) Cur-
rent effi ciency of the white OLEDs with nanowire-based and ITO anodes. 
Inset shows photographic image of four operating nanowire-based 
OLEDs. Reproduced with permission. [ 85 ]  Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH.
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 Initial attempts to replace ITO in OPVs with Ag NW net-
works resulted in relatively low power conversion effi ciencies, 
from 0.63% to 2.8%. [ 64b , 64h , 67b ]  The principle cause of these 
low effi ciencies has been attributed to the fact that the rough-
ness of nanowire networks is on the order of the thickness of 
a typical polymer active layer. [ 72b ]  As a result, many of the OPV 
devices made with nanowire electrodes have exhibited small 
shunt resistances, and correspondingly low OPV effi cien
cies. [ 64a , 64b , 66f , 67b , 88 ]  This effect of surface roughness on device 
effi ciency has motivated a number of the approaches described 
in Section 5.2. Embedding the Ag NWs in a polymer surface to 
give an rms roughness <5 nm resulted in a device effi ciency of 
3.3%. [ 88 ]  Lamination of Ag NWs into the surface of a PEDOT:PSS 
layer to give a surface with an rms roughness of 12 nm resulted 
in a device effi ciency of 4.2%. [ 72b ]  More recently, mechanical 
pressing followed by multiple overcoats of PEDOT:PSS was 
used to achieve an OPV effi ciency of 5%, even though the % T  
of the Ag NW fi lm in this case was fairly low (% T  = 76,  R  s  = 
14 Ω sq −1 ) relative to ITO. [ 62b ]  Song et al. have achieved the 
highest device effi ciency to date for Ag NW electrodes (5.8% 
vs 6.7% on ITO), but surprisingly required no additional 
smoothing procedures to achieve this device effi ciency. [ 22 ]  This 
may be due to the fact that the diameter of the nanowires, 25 ± 
5 nm, and the corresponding rms roughness of the as-coated 
Ag NW fi lm (13 nm) was small enough that did not negatively 
impact the effi ciency of the device. The relatively high effi ciency 
of the device in this case was principally due to the high perfor-
mance (10 Ω sq −1  at 95 %T ) of the Ag NW fi lm-based electrodes. 

 In comparison to the many studies on the replacement of ITO 
in OPVs with Ag NWs, only two articles have been published 
on the replacement of ITO with solution-coated fi lms of Cu 
NWs. [ 62b , 89 ]  This is likely due to the challenges associated with 
making Cu NW networks conductive and protecting them from 
oxidation. In the fi rst study on replacement of ITO in OPVs with 
Cu NWs, the Cu NW fi lm was annealed in hydrogen to make 
it conductive, and planarized with PEDOT:PSS. [ 89 ]  The authors 
noted that the processing conditions had to be modifi ed to pre-
vent the degradation of the Cu NW fi lm during coating of the 
acidic PEDOT:PSS suspension. The authors vacuum deposited 
the remaining layers onto this anode to create a bulk-heterojunc-
tion (BHJ) small-molecule organic solar cell with an effi ciency of 
3%. Subsequent work by Stewart et al. demonstrated an all solu-
tion-phase process to replace ITO with Cu NWs in an OPV. [ 62b ]  
After coating Cu NWs from an ink onto glass, the fi lms were 
made conductive by dipping them in acetic acid, and protected 
from oxidation by dipping them in a Ni electroless plating solu-
tion. CuNi NW fi lms were then integrated into a solution-coated 
OPV to give a device effi ciency of 4.9% (Figure  10 B), compared 
to 7.1% for ITO. The lower effi ciency of the CuNi device was 
attributed to the lower transmittance of the CuNi fi lm at the 
same sheet resistance. Further improvements in the optoelec-
tronic performance of passivated Cu NW fi lms will likely yield 
device effi ciencies comparable to those obtained using ITO.   

  6.3.     OLEDs 

 A high-performance, low-cost transparent conductor is a critical 
component for large area OLEDs. High sheet resistance will 

increase the operating voltage, resistive heating, non-uniform 
emission, and differential aging across the device, whereas 
low optical transparency will reduce the external quantum 
effi ciency. [ 64a , 64b , 85 ]  The transparent conductor substrate should 
also be fl exible to make it compatible for low-cost, roll-to-roll 
production of OLEDs for lighting. Researchers are motivated 
to replace the use of ITO for OLEDs not only because of its 
high cost, but also because the sheet resistance of ITO on fl ex-
ible PET substrates is about 5 times higher (50 Ω sq −1 ) than 
on glass due to the lower temperatures used for deposition of 
ITO onto plastic. The low cost and high performance of metal 
nanowire fi lms on plastic substrates makes them a promising 
alternative to ITO as the transparent electrode for OLEDs, but 
fi rst the nanowire electrodes must be made to be nearly as 
smooth as ITO. In one case, researchers coated a Ag NW net-
work with a UV-curable polymer, and after curing peeled the 
polymer away to reveal a smooth Ag NW electrode. [ 64g ]  The 
effi ciency of devices made with the Ag NW electrode were as 
high as 14.0 cd A −1 , which was slightly higher than the control 
devices using an ITO anode. [ 64g ]  Gaynor et al. made smooth Ag 
NW anodes by coating a transparent substrate with poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA), spray-coating Ag NWs onto the PMMA-
coated substrate, and pressing the Ag NWs into the PMMA 
while heating the substrate. [ 85 ]  The current effi ciency of white 
OLEDs fabricated on these electrodes was higher than the 
same OLEDs on ITO (Figure  10 C). The nanowire anode also 
improved the angular color stability of the OLED relative to ITO 
due to its relatively greater haze.  

  7.     Conclusion and Outlook 

 While ITO has been the most widely used transparent con-
ductor for decades, and will likely continue to play that role well 
into the future, metal nanowires represent the fi rst alternative 
to ITO that can be coated from solution and achieve optoelec-
tronic performance that exceeds that of ITO. Given that most 
of the production cost of a highly conductive (10 Ω sq −1 ) ITO 
fi lm arises from the vapor-phase sputtering process, the availa-
bility of a high-performance, solution-coatable alternative could 
enable dramatic reductions in the price of highly conductive, 
transparent fi lms. Lower cost TC fi lms will in turn enable the 
production of lower-cost touch-screens, OLEDs and OPVs. 

 Given the potential importance of metal nanowire-based TCs 
for a range of applications, it is important to understand how to 
optimize the properties of a nanowire-based transparent elec-
trode. We have discussed how the resistivity, optical cross-sec-
tion, areal density, aspect ratio, and contact resistance of metal 
nanowires infl uence the properties of metal nanowire fi lms. 
Current models for the properties of nanowire fi lms may be 
improved by the inclusion of the resistance of the nanowires, 
as well as the fact that nanowires tend to become more curved 
and wavy as their aspect ratio increases. Efforts to increase the 
aspect ratio of synthesized nanowires, and thereby improve the 
performance of nanowire-based TC fi lms, have to date achieved 
 L / D  = 600 for Ag NWs, and 2500 for Cu NWs. Additional per-
formance improvements may be achieved through the syn-
thesis of high aspect ratio nanowires with smaller diameters 
( D  < 25 nm), which will scatter less light. As both experimental 
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and modeling results show that the contact resistance between 
nanowires dominates the sheet resistance of a nanowire net-
work, it is also important to understand why this is the case, 
and how to reduce the contact resistance between nanowires 
to be close to the resistance of a nanowire. Finally, it is clear 
that different types of devices may require different densities 
of nanowires, or may benefi t from the use of nanowires with 
a particular dimension. For example, whereas haze should be 
minimized for a touch screen, haze may be desirable in the 
case of an OPV. Further study is needed to better understand 
how we can control the structure and properties of a nanowire-
based TC to optimize the properties for a particular class of 
devices.  
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